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Sap outline agreement

The framework agreement for purchasing lines is often called a frame or umbrella purchase order. It is basically a long-term agreement between the purchasing department and the supplier for material or services for a certain period of time. The purchasing department negotiates with the supplier a set of terms and conditions set for the contract period. What
business requirements lead to the use of a framework agreement? When the purchasing department wishes to configure long-term relationship with the vendor for specific group of materials or services In order to negotiate binding conditions for purchases (i.e. price, quantity, discounts, etc.) without actually releasing purchase order Using pre-negotiated
offers in the daily purchase Increase the speed of actual purchases to meet actual requirements Provides better monitoring and control of the actual release of purchase order against the offer structure in an outline purchase agreement An outline purchase agreement consists of the following elements: Document headers: contains information regarding the
entire agreement. For example, the vendor information and header terms are available in the <a0></a0> field. Elements: containing the information specific to the relevant material or service. For example: Statistics on ordering activities for the item Number or price of the item Conditions, e.g. Contracts: Long-term contract with subsequent issuance of release
orders Different PCs can be released to the same contract Mainly used for frequent non-foreseeable requirements, for example, the issue of the product. Purchase of office supplies Planning agreement Long-term planning agreements and delivery schedules The same schedule number is used in conjunction with various release calls Primarily for
repetitive/predictable requirements, such as the number of customers. A variety of terms can be used for this term in purchasing material, including blanket order, blanket contract, system contract and period contract. The contract does not contain specific delivery dates or individual delivery quantities. These are indicated subsequently in release orders
issued against the contract when the customer demands them. Contract types When you create a contract, you can choose from the following contract types: Value contract (MK) : The contract is considered fulfilled when release orders that total a given value. Use this contract type when the total value of all sales orders must not exceed a Amount. Quantity
Contract (WK) : The contract is considered to be fulfilled when release orders have been issued that total a given quantity. Use this contract type when the total quantity to be ordered during the term of the contract is known. Ways to create a contract for contracts can be created in one of the following ways: Manually: Enter all contract data manually. Using
the reference technique: Create a contract by referring to a.          Purchase requisitions b.          RFQs/quotations c.          Other contracts Contract characteristics: Contracts are framework agreements. They do not contain information about the delivery dates for each item. To inform vendors about the quantity you need for which date, enter contract
publishing orders for a contract. A sales order is a purchase order that refers to a contract. If a purchase record with conditions exist for the material and vendor, the net price is proposed in accordance with these conditions when you create the contract item. The contract period is defined in the contract header as the validity period For each item in a quantity
contract, you define the target quantity and the purchase order terms. Product categories in contracts Product category M - The material is unknown W - Value and quantity is unknown D - Purchase of an external service K - Shipping material is involved L - Subcontracting material is involved Product category M is recommended for similar materials with the
same price but different material numbers. Contract for copier paper. Item category W is recommended for material belonging to the same material group, but with different prices. For example, contract for office supplies. Item category W can only be used in value contracts. Item categories M and W are not allowed in contract publishing orders. Item category
D is used for service contracts. Account assignment category, 'U' unknown can be used in contracts. In this case, the carrier is determined at the time the marketing order is created. The account assignment category 'U' is rejected in contract publishing orders. You must replace the account assignment category with a valid account assignment category.
Processing contracts Contract publishing orders are purchase orders that are created with reference to contract. The documentation for the sales order (that is, the quantity released so far and the open quantity) is automatically updated when you create a contract publishing order. This can be used to monitor the contract. The release order document is
contained in the statistics for the contract item. You can specify the source in the purchase requisition. This ensures that reference is made to the outline agreement when the purchase requisition is converted to a purchase order. Contract trigger order can be created with or without reference to a Requisition. The sales order documentation contains
information about the order activity associated with a contract. The system provides the following data on each marketing order: a.          Number of contract release order b.          Order date c.          Order quantity d.          Order value e.          Quantity released to date f.          Target number g.          Open goal quantity You can view all contracts that expire in
the near future. The analysis is performed using the Target Value and Total Value fields released in the contract header based on appropriate selection parameters Centrally agreed contract The centrally agreed contract allows a purchasing authority to create a contract with a vendor that is not specific to only one asset. In this way, the purchasing
organization can negotiate with a supplier by exploiting the entire company's requirements for certain materials or services. Contract articles can relate to all installations covered by a purchasing organization All installations in a purchasing organization can order against a centrally agreed contract Use of the plant's conditions function, the centrally agreed
contract allows you to set separate prices and conditions for each receiving plant. For example, different transport costs. SAP Transactions Create Material Group Value Contract (WK) - ME31K Change Contract - ME32K List Display Contract - ME3L Monitor Contracts - ME80RN References: 1. help.sap.com 2.          SAP MM:Functionality and technical
configuration, SAP Press Also posted on: You can find document and presentation at: Presentation link Document link ____SAP_MM_PUR_CONTRACT_LISTS_ Any questions that can be asked include: What framework agreements exist for a material? A framework agreement is a longer-term agreement between a purchasing organisation and a supplier
for the supply of materials or the provision of services under predefined conditions over a specified time frame. Outline agreements can be divided into the following types: Contract planning agreements Activities in agreements on material management of activity transactions per supplier ME3L outline agreements per material ME3M Outline agreements per
material group ME3C outline agreements per claim tracking number ME3B Outline agreements by agreement no. ME3N Service list for contract MSRV5 Outline agreements by account allocation ME3K In this blog I would like to give you an overview of outline agreements in SAP® in procurement Extra to outline the concept itself, I will give you insight into its
mapping from a point of view of data analysis, in other words SAP® tables and field level. Disposition agreements are an important issue that we have to deal with all the time in our data analysis for purchases. Unlike individual orders, which are often ad hoc in nature, framework agreements are constructs aimed at a longer-term business relationship. It is
often in the interest of the purchasing unit to flesh out the terms over a long period of time for materials or services required regularly and/or by largish volume. During the negotiations, it may be possible to arrange discounts and special terms, except discounts for orders that are only for once. Here I go into the topic primarily from a perspective of analyzing
SAP® data, i.e. the terminology and processes illustrated are partially system-specific. After a brief explanation of the facts of the subject, I want to get into the actual data. Selected types of framework agreement Let us start with examples of different types of framework agreement. Here I look at: Number of contractsValuation contractsPlanating agreements
The focus for later preparation of details is on volume and value contracts. Volume contracts are typically awarded for specific target quantities of certain goods or materials, e.g. in the case of goods or materials. This means – if a quantity contract contains different items – that the target quantities (and therefore also the monetary values) are differentiated by
item. As another item our contract could include 2000 special purpose valves. In value contracts, the quantity of goods is often of secondary importance because the value of the entire contract is what counts. For example, a value contract Facility management of 1,000,000 € can be concluded with a provider. This covers the three elements building cleaning,
possibly occurring repairs, and disposal. Here, individual quantities can be allocated in much less concrete terms, and an overall value design makes more sense. Another example could be office material (pens, post-it notepads), for singular at single point level to be fixed in an outline agreement. Planning agreements, on the other hand, are more oriented
towards quantities and also on specific quantities delivered on specific delivery dates (we are talking about schedule lines). Quite loosely, it can be said that they are volume contracts that are more binding – but in data analysis in SAP® they are shown separately with their own document category compared to volume or value contracts. But more on that later.
Data model – Basic Before you take a closer look at the data, here are a few basic things that you might need first, that is, you need to use the data. redundancy by, for example, In the document header, you'll find data that is valid for the entire document (and all items). In a classic order scenario, the document header contains attributes such as vendor,
document currency, order date, and payment terms. Common order item data, on the other hand, is purchase order quantity, item category, material number, and price. Data model – purchase orders and outline agreements To create a context, we start with normal orders that are only available in the database: For the purposes of the database, these are
stored in SAP® in the ECHO (purchase header) and EKPO (order item) tables. To follow it, you can use the SE16 table browser, such as se16. Now things get exciting (at least for data analysts): Outline agreements such as volume contracts, value contracts, and planning agreements are not stored in their own tables, but also in the ECHO and EKPO tables.
So don't get confused by the names, or take them too literally. Document categories and document types So how can you tell the difference between SAP® whether it's a normal purchase order or a framework agreement – and if so, what kind of agreement? Experienced SAP® users among you will of course quote the document type, which is absolutely
correct. Still, it's worth taking a more detailed look. Document category In many areas, SAP follows® a conceptual document category and document type. Document category is a rough classification, document type finer differentiation of the document category. When analyzing an order scenario, the following four document categories may be of interest to
you: Document categoryDescriptionAInquiriesFPurchase ordersKContractsLScheduling agreements Our focus in this blog is on K and L, the contracts and the planning agreements. Document type The document categories above are assigned to each purchase document in the ECHO header data table as an attribute (field: EKKO_BSTYP). This means that
the document category in terms of analysis allows us to distinguish between planning agreements and other contracts. But how can value contracts be separated from volume contracts? This is where the document type described above comes in: The default is the MK document type for volume contracts and WK for value contracts. However, both document
types have the same K document category. While document categories are primarily used for categorization, document types are often used to customize, that is, document types. They can also be found in the ECHO table, the name field is EKKO_BSART. This is something more technical, but here for the sake of completeness is a screenshot of the
document type table with customiz settings SAP® if these are necessary for data analysis purposes. Number circles for the corresponding document types, such as field selection settings, etc., can be found in this table: Table T161 — Options for document types Page 224.07.2018 In my last blog, I explained some basic principles for framework agreements
(value and quantity contracts and also planning agreements) in SAP®. As mentioned, I will now examine sketch agreement release orders. I will first briefly explain how to look up these in SAP® before moving on to the data situation. In detailed form, this involves logging release orders at the table level. 1. Look up release orders in SAP® Release orders can
be easily identified using SAP® GUI, as shown below. The example is based on a volume contract that we can look up using the SAP® transaction ME33K: Fig. 1 – Callup of release order statistics for a contract item It contains only one item. After you select this item, you can click the bar chart symbol to view the statistics for the sales order. This shows how
many release orders have already been made for an outline agreement (more precisely: for an outline agreement item) and, if so, the quantity that is still open. Figure 2 – Example of statistics on release orders for quantity contracts It is interesting to note that although the statistics on release orders show a total of four purchase documents, the total is for the
first three 0. Only the last purchase order with purchase order number 4500017169 and item 10 shows a release order of 2 tons, reducing the open target quantity from 250 tons to 248 tons. For completeness, a screenshot of a value contract with document number 4600000030 is shown below. The statistics for the release order for item 20 are the same: Fig.
3 – Sample statistics of release orders for value contract The total net purchase order value for all sales orders is displayed on the line marked in yellow. However, because the target value is saved at the main level, the item shows no target uptwhile or documented residual value in the same way as for the quantity contract element. (To view the heading-level
target value, select the hat symbol as normal on the first transaction ME33K screen.) 2. Datasituation setup agreement exhaust orders for value and quantity contracts are recorded, inter alia, sap® the second transaction SE16 can be used to display the entries. The screenshot below shows release orders in the EAKB table filtered for our quantity contract
4600000062 from the first example. Figure 4 – Proof of release order for a volume contract in Table EKAB The relevant purchase order number and its relation to the corresponding framework agreement (more precisely: the contract element, which includes document number and document item) are documented. We can now For example, you can see how a
total of four purchase order items refer to our contract item, but only one has resulted in an order – the first three items have the L deletion indicator as an attribute. For completeness purposes, the screenshot below shows the EKAB table for the value contract 4600000030 from example 2. Release orders can be identified in the same way: Fig. 5 – Release
order documentation for a value contract in Table EKAB Table EKAB thus represents a good starting point for our release orders. However, it is also interesting that in addition to being located in a separate table, lists of contract release orders can also be generated for data analysis through the original purchase order tables (see ECHO/EKPO in the first blog
post). For example, the EKPO (purchase order items) table shows the following: For purchase order items that refer to a contract (more precisely: a contract item), these contain the corresponding contract number and contract item values. Fig. 6 – Determination of release order for a quantity contract in Table EKPO This means that our contract publishing
order from example 1 with purchase document number 4500017169 and item 10 has the contents 4600000062 (number of the contract being released) and 10 (contract item). This table also shows EKPO the three purchase orders that were set up for deletion and therefore did not result in release orders. For our value contract, we could of course also track
this in EKPO, by filtering on the basis of KONNR = 4600000030; But I will refrain from showing this screenshot here.  3. What does release order really mean? Finally, it is interesting to consider what a contract release order in SAP® actually means from a data analysis perspective: A release order is a purchase order (or a purchase order request from which
a purchase order is then generated) with a reference to an outline agreement. This is important because it is good to know that at least for the release order statistics in SAP®, subsequent transactions such as goods and invoice receipts do not play a role in terms of logging in the first step. The statistics (that is, in the transaction view and also in the data
view) show a quantity or value as a sales order as soon as the purchase order is made. Although there is no delivery (and/or no receipt) or invoice receipt in the end, this documentation of the sales order initially shows a reduction in the residual quantity/residual value. This is also displayed in table EKAB because it contains only purchase order quantity and
net purchase order value as fields, but no item receipt or invoice receipt information. Summary This blog post has explained how release orders for sketch agreements can be identified in SAP® using SAP® such as SE16 and ME33K, and also how the process is logged from a data perspective – i.e. a data perspective. It has shown that an sales order is
generally logged as soon as the purchase order refers to it, regardless of items and invoice receipts. From a risk perspective, the subject provides framework agreements with a number of fascinating starting points for consideration, including:What agreements run for an unusually long/short time? Are there purchase orders for a combination of
material/vendor for which there is actually a contract but does not refer to it? How are the conditions for these purchase orders that do not contain references structured? Are there contracts that have already been exceeded in terms of quantities and values? • Are these actual overruns (which are also supported by similar items and invoice receipts) or these
simply purchase orders for which follow-up transactions have never been found? I hope that these two blog posts on the subject of framework agreements have been useful. Send us your feedback if you have questions or comments, or maybe see things differently in professional practice. Page 3 We would like to inform you of an event for our customers,
which has proved very popular over the years and receives excellent feedback: ACL Connections. ACL Connections are usually held annually in the fall of the United States or Canada and are a combination of further training in data analysis and integrated auditing and risk management, while addressing related and related topics. A mix of joint plenary
sessions and separate event threads (tracks) provides participants with interesting information from the manufacturer of the ACL™ along with presentations of customers. You can also learn about best-practice approaches, with technology-related workshops also offered to specialists. Takeaways Three days of fascinating topics will give you an excellent
overview of current ACL™ solutions and in-depth insights into specific issues. You can also exchange experiences directly with employees and with other customers who face similar challenges for yourself. Finally, you have the opportunity to provide the manufacturer with direct feedback and insight into the ACL™ product strategy and why ACL™ is the best
partner for data-driven, integrated risk management. Framedata This year, the event will be held from October 14 to 17, 2018 in Philadelphia, at the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown Hotel. Please note that the ACL's official website contains information about a special group reservation. This and other information can be accessed via the official website at: In
addition, here is a link to PDF event plan: This year's track, which you can choose from, is as follows: Analytics Beginner/Intermediate Track Analytics Advanced TrackACL GRC TrackGovernment Track Summary Unfortunately, a comparable official event organized by the software manufacturer is not yet in Europe. However, there are rumours that a
European event is planned. Therefore, as every year as every year as acl™ we will again be represented at ACL Connections. We look forward to seeing you there as a valued customer and representative of our German speaking D-A-CH (Germany, Austria, Switzerland) region! If you would like further information, you can also contact us directly or visit the
website as mentioned above. Above.
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